WHAT IS TIREC RUBBER CRUMB?
End of life automotive tyres go through a multi-stage process which turns tyres into rough shred and then grinds them down to a crumb size which can be between 50mm and 20mm in size. Through this process most of the steel in the tyres is removed, along with much of the fibre.

FEATURES
* British made product
* Tirec Ltd has been producing rubber crumb since 2012
* Very competitive pricing
* Fully licensed, Environment Agency approved business
* Bulk deliveries nationally and internationally can be arranged.

APPLICATIONS
* Tyre derived fuel – TDF
* Additive to cement production
* Construction
* Civil engineering
* Reconstituted rubber products. For example, sports surfaces, road barriers, safety barriers, railway sleepers, road surfaces (when mixed with tarmac) etc.

BENEFITS
* Made from 100% recycled materials
* Tirec Ltd is a well-established and reliable manufacturer of rubber crumb
* Tirec Ltd is the trade supplier of choice to many wholesale outlets
* Tirec Ltd TDF rubber crumb has the same or higher calorific value than coal
* TDF is a highly effective substitute for primary fossil fuels and has a number of ecological advantages

For further information please:
Visit our website www.tirecgroup.co.uk
Call 01527 525877
Email enquiries@tirecgroup.co.uk